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Editorial for The Qld Surveyor Journal  OCTOBER 1999 
By Robert Webb QUT Surveying. 
 
 
Welcome to the October edition of the Queensland Surveyor for 1999. This issue contains a full and 
well-rounded composite of activities and events that have been happening within and outside the 
institution recently. In this issue the feature articles relate to the ever closer and looming new 
millennium, with some interesting notes and possible opportunities for surveying business as this 
century draws to a close.  The practical application of mathematics by Ian McKeague is also published 
for members comment, knowledge, wisdom. 
 
The winners of the excellence in surveying awards are additionally presented to members in this 
edition. The variety and depth of entries is starting to indicate that surveying professionals are in-fact 
capable of broadening their endeavors and applications in provide an expanded service to the 
community. 
 
It was very encouraging to observe the four final-year student project presentations (two from USQ, 
Toowoomba and two from QUT, Brisbane) made to the recent Survey’99 conference on the Sunshine 
Coast. The younger members coming through the profession are embracing the new technologies and 
innovations available and applying themselves to new markets and opportunities. Their professional 
presentations are potentially a glimpse of events to happen in the next few years. 
 
Snowy Mountains 
Fifty years after the first blasting shot was detonated, the men and women who built the Snowy 
Mountains Hydro-electric Scheme are coming back. The 100,000 people who built the Scheme over 25 
years between 1949 and 1974 have been invited to what could be Australia's biggest reunion. The 
reunion is to be held at Lake Jindabyne in late October, which will mark the 50th Anniversary of the 
start of the Snowy Mountains.  Australia's social historians, politicians and business leaders all agree 
that those 100,000 people made up a pioneering army that not only created one of the world's greatest 
engineering feats, but showed the world how a multicultural workforce could perform. The Snowy 
Mountains Scheme stands as a unique Australian engineering and social achievement and its 
impressive influence continues today. 
 
The 50th Anniversary Celebrations are being hosted and organised by the Snowy Mountains Hydro-
electric Authority (SMHEA). The SMHEA want to find those Italian and German tradesmen, the 
Polish and Norwegian miners; Italian tunnellers; Czech hydrographers; Australian + New Zealand and 
South African Surveyors; the Irish and Australian plant operators; and the Southern Italians and 
Spaniards who built the power transmission lines. 
 
It was the vital SPATIAL DATA and INFORMATION provided by surveyors in the first place, which 
determined if the water diversion concept was at all possible. And it was the surveyors that provided 
their cadastral, measurement, pioneering and mapping skills during the multitude of construction and 
tunneling phases of the project. The surveyors are still there providing spatial monitoring of dam 
structures/assets and assisting in the ongoing environmental monitoring in the districts. 
 
For something a little bit different in this issue, a collection of interesting and selected poetry pieces 
makes me reflect upon the great surveyors of our profession and those characteristics that make them 
stand out from the crowd. The ability of a “good” surveyor to use the left hemisphere of the brain for 
analytical, rational, logical, symbolic and describing/defining the technical aspects of the work we do 
everyday. On the other hand, many surveyors can grasp or relate to the prime functions of the right 
hemisphere of the brain in the functions needed for reinstatement, including synthetic, analogic, spatial, 
holistic, non-temporal and on occasions non-rational functions.  The ability of a “great” surveyor is to 
balance, link and fully utilise both hemispheres and functions of the brain. Rupert McCall presented the 
final contemporary poem “It Started with Copernicus” at the ISAQ Leica Awards Dinner. 
 
October is the month to check that you name appears correctly on the member list, which is reproduced 
in this issue.  Check to see if your name appears on the member list and contact the Queensland office 
if any amendment is required. 
 
To round off this edition another challenging Computational Corner is presented for you to test your 
skills. 
 
Noel Cooney Memorial Prize - sponsored by Faber-Castell 
The final nominations of 1999 for Best Article from the August 1999 edition:- 
Paul McClelland :- Inner Suburban Reinstatement – More Art than Science? 
 
The prize for the best feature article written by a member is to be presented at the December awards 
ceremony from nominations of best article drawn from material published in The Queensland Surveyor 
inclusive of December 1998 to October 1999.   The editorial committee is always looking for written 
material of interest to members, or of an unusually photograph of surveyors at work in unusually places 
or locations. 
 
To draw upon and emphasise a brilliant sentence from the last editorial by Shane Simmons that 
succinctly summarizes the offering of this edition. “If a profession respects its traditions, history and its 
roots, it will maintain identity and the public eye as that profession evolves with the march of time, tide 
and technology”. 
